
RescueNet®  
CaseReview Premium

MOVING CARE FORWARD

PROVIDING INSIGHTS TO
IMPROVE OUTCOMES



 IMMEDIATE POST-CALL

Quickly transmit essential clinical data, including  
CPR quality, ECG, and EtCO2, directly from an  
X Series® or ZOLL AED 3® BLS. With the push  
of a button, Cash Push technology ensures that  
key metrics are delivered to QA/QI personnel  
– no cards or cables are required.

RESCUENET® CASEREVIEW AND  
SUDDEN CARDIAC ARREST  

 TRAINING

Establish quality standards for training purposes.  
When used with CPR Stat Padz®, CaseReview makes 
it easy to set training goals to improve your team’s  
performance. Target your training to address identified areas 
of improvement, and compare training vs. actual results to drive 
improved outcomes.

 SAME-DAY DEBRIEFING

Review all the details and data of an SCA event while it  
is still fresh. Help your team learn what was successful  

and what needs improvement. The playback tab displays  
clinical information from your ZOLL device, including  
all vital signs, clinical waveforms, and CPR quality.

 
AutoPulse and X Series: Two devices, one report
Merging data from multiple devices can be  
complicated and time-consuming. AutoPulse and 
X Series integrate data smoothly without complex 
data transfers, data cards and cables. One patient 
– one report.

  SYSTEM-WIDE QI

Identify trends and areas for improvement by viewing  
aggregate data. Improving outcomes requires a big-picture 

view of performance data. CaseReview saves valuable time and 
resources by quickly aggregating critical data such as peri-shock 

pause times, CPR quality, and more, and displaying it in colorful, 
intuitive graphics.
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Z O L L  M E D I C A L  C O R P O R A T I O N

RescueNet CaseReview: For the Complete SCA Journey
Responding to SCA can be a complex process. To achieve the best outcomes, your team must provide the 
highest-quality care every step of the way. From collecting data post-event for a hot debrief to identifying  
opportunities for system-wide performance, RescueNet CaseReview helps your EMS team close the loop on SCA.


